PennAccess: Stemmler Hall, Edward J.

Entrance Information:
3450 Hamilton Walk. Philadelphia. PA. 19104

1. The north entrance on Hamilton Walk has a level entry and leads directly to the elevators. The auditorium is to the left. This entrance can also be reached from North Service Drive, as there is an exterior ramp up to the north entrance and to Hamilton Walk.

2. The main entrances to Johnson Pavilion from Hamilton Walk or Guardian and North Service Drives provide access to the first, second, third and fourth floors of Stemmler Hall.

3. There is an internal level, accessible passage from the second floor of the Clinical Research Building to the second floor of Stemmler Hall.

Elevator Information:
• There is a bank of four elevators in the middle of the building.
• There is one elevator on the west side of the building. This elevator is just inside Stemmler Hall from the Johnson Pavilion bridge.

Accessible Restrooms:
• Ground- men's and women's
• First- men's and women's
• Third - men's and women's
Building Information:
- Many areas of the building are faculty offices or graduate laboratories.
- Stemmler Hall is directly connected to Johnson Pavilion and the western section of the Medical Complex on the first, second, third and fourth floors and to Clinical Research Building on the first floor.
- On the ground floor an exterior walkway through the building prohibits travel from the east side to the west side of the building.
- The ground floor auditoriums are tiered with fixed seating. There is accessible seating in the rear.
- For more information, call the Building Manager at 215-573-2902